
    elf-Discovery - Be curious about & invest in all aspects of yourself.
Pause and breathe more spaciousness into your emotions, thoughts, and
usual patterns so that more intuitive insights can emerge. 
 
    wareness - Examine and embrace your thoughts, feelings, behaviors,
physical sensations, triggers, and synchronistic guidance as if they are  
newfound treasures with buried wisdom in need of re-membering. 
 
    uance - Discern between emotions, thoughts, and perspectives that
you're running through your pain-body vs your truth-body. It feels like
having your hurt, scared self vs your whole, best self "online". 
 
    hoice - Take responsibility of your life and your choices. How were
you split by painful experiences? What part of you is running your life
now? Put your unshakeable core and truth-body back in charge. 
 
    ransformation - You can heal and harmonize your past, no matter how
chaotic or painful. Use your truth-body's inner compass to connect to the
hidden wisdom underneath each emotion & retrieve your gifts. 
 
    nique - Embrace your heroine's journey by trusting your truth-body
and pain as guideposts. Don't compare yourself to others. All your
emotions are valid & vital energy to alchemize into your soul authority. 
 
    ll-One vs Alone - Recognize our shared humanity and mysterious
bonds despite our individual struggles. Serve as a conduit of love and
light for others and recognize when others do the same for you. 
 
     eSourceFul - Re-member your limitless inner Source of wisdom and
your present-moment reset button. Reclaim your mysterious, dynamic,
whole self – wise, wild and soul aligned as nature designed. 
 
   earning -  Continuously yield to your deepest callings and highest
integrity. Expand and spread your wings, your magical pollen, and your
potent impact. Widely share your sacred story of healing & inspiration. 
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Tired of hiding your magical wings & playing small?
      Build a protective soul sanctuary to ground ALL of your power & energy:

SOUL SANCTUARY ALCHEMY

Soul AUTHORITY Map

www.theSacredHealingWell.com
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